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Abstract

Results of investigating the soft x-ray wavelength region of reversed field pinch

. r ) discharges at the EXTRAP-T1 device are presented. A non-dispersive technique

• •/ j on the multiple-filters method has been developed to measure the electron

-* perature and plasma instabilities. Time resolved local temperature measurements of

• 0-300 eV near the torus axis were carried out. The electron temperature dependence

.xi plasma current and conditions of the operation of the device has been experimentally

established.



1. Introduction

The investigation of electromagnetic radiation in the x-ray range has become an

important supplement to the spectroscopic plasma investigation in the visible and

ultraviolet ranges. Much more attention has been concentrated on this subject when

different plasma devices developed for nuclear fusion research were expected to emit

strong x-ray spectra. The plasma is a source of continuous as well as line radiation. If

the plasma temperature is high enough, most of the radiation will be in the x-ray range.

Detailed investigations of the form of the continuous spectrum and identification of

lines allow measurement of the electron temperature [ 1 ], chemical contents of the

plasma [2], plasma density and deviation from thermal equilibrium [3].

Since the plasma is optically thin to its own x-ray emissions, radiation from any

part of the plasma will arrive at an external detector essentially unfiltered by the

intervening plasma. As a consequence, temporally and spatially resolved observations

of x-ray emission provide a powerful method of studying the time and space evolution

of different plasma parameters.

The most important application of soft x-ray flux measurements has been to the

study of stability properties of the plasma confinement since the x-ray flux is dominated

by the contribution from the relatively hot and dense plasma core. For investigation of

disruptive instabilities, a method of imaging soft x-ray emission onto multiple detectors

has become widely used on tokamak [4,5] and reversed field pinch [6,7] plasmas.

In this paper the filter absorption technique developed at the EXTRAP-T1 and

results of measurements of the electron temperature and density are presented.

2. The EXTRAP-T1 experiment

The EXTRAP-T1 is a high aspect ratio toroidal pinch which is normally

operated with weak toroidal fields [8]. The strongly inhomogeneous magnetic field for

stabilisation of a pinch can be created in various ways. The machine allows reversed

field pinch (RFP) and ultra low q (ULQ) operation for comparison to the EXTRAP

mode.

A schematic drawing of the Tl device is shown in Fig. 1 and the parameters of

the experiment are presented in Table 1. The vacuum liner is made from thin welded
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stainless steel bellow sections with six intervening port sections, each with S ports

(inside a diameter of 16 mm) for pumping and diagnostic access. These port sections

have a wall thickness of 0.7 mm and the minor radius of the inside aperture is 56 mm.

Outside the liner there is a resistive shell with 12 poloidal gaps and 2 toroidal gaps on

the inboard and outboard sides at the equatorial plane. A system of 8 toroidal coils, or

rings, is located immediately outside the shell and can be used to produce a four

poloidal-null magnetic separatrix. Experiments using this coil system to produce a

poloidal field are described elsewhere (9,10).

The eight primary turns of the ohmic heating circuit for inducing the plasma

current are distributed on the inboard and outboard sides of the discharge axis with a

placement to provide stable equilibrium for pulse lengths longer than the shell

penetration time.

The toroidal field consists of 48 turns. The different modes of operation are

achieved by changing the toroidal field circuit. Experiments using these coil systems to

produce RFP and ULQ regimes are described elsewhere [11,12].

Thus, the toroidal pinch with RFP, ULQ and EXTRAP modes can be produced

at the EXTRAP-T1 device.

3. Electron temperature measurement with filter absorption technique

A non-dispersive, relatively simple technique based on the multiple-filters

method has been developed for detection of plasma instabilities and for measurement of

the electron temperature at the EXTRAP-T1. The technique is based on the fact that the

spectral density of the continuum radiation depends strongly on the temperature in the

x-ray range of wavelenghts A^hc/kT Fig.2 [1]. The filters to be used should transmit in

a part of the soft x-ray range which is free from line radiation but block other x-rays and

all visible, U V and VUV light. This method is very attractive since the ratio of the

integrated continuum spectra observed through two different filters is a function of the

electron temperature only.

The current output / of the detector, when irradiated with an x-ray spectral

density radiation I (A) between wavelength A, and A2, is given by the equation:

/ =
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where A is the detector sensitivity, B is the geometrical factor of a plasma volume and

the detector area, and F(X) is the response function which is determined by filters and

detector properties. When the electrons have a Maxwellian velocity distribution the

spectral density is a sum of free-free lB and free-bound / A continuum radiation. For a

hydrogen plasma these are given by :

"V

where A is the wavelength in Å, T is the election temperature in eV, and n is the

plasma density in c m 3 ,

Thus the current of one detector irradiated with an x-ray contir jum radiation is a

function of both the electron temperature and the plasma density. But the ratio of the

integrated x-ray continuum spectra observed with two different detectors and filters is a

function of the electron temperature only. This temperature is obtained by comparison

of measured y{ and calculated R(T) ratios from the following equation:

)l(T,X)Fx{X)dx

^

\l(T,X)F2(X)dX

By using a computer, the function R(T) has been calculated and from it the time

resolved electron temperature during a discharge has been derived.

The detectors we used were silicon surface barrier diodes (SBD), type CA-015-

050-100 supplied by EG&.G ORTEC (see Table 11). In this semiconductor device a

rectifying junction is obtained by de -ositing a thin layer of gold (100-200 Å) on a wafer

of n-doped silicon. For this type of detector the minimum energy required for the

creation of an electron-hole pair in the silicon depletion region is about 3.76 eV [ 13J.

The number of electron-hole pairs created in the depletion layer depends on the energy

deposited there by the photons. This energy in turn depends on the influx of photons in

combination with the transmissivities of the niters, the gold layer, and a silicon dead

region, and finally the thickness of the depletion layer. The maximum photon energy

that can be absorbed by the detector is limited by the thickness of the depletion layer.

This thickness is a function of the applied bias voltage and the intrinsic resistivity of the
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material. For the used type of detector and at the 15 V bias maximum, the energy of

absorbed photons is limited to 1.8 MeV. The silicon dead region has a significant

absorption of low energy photons. For the type of SBD we used with an 800 Å dead

layer thickness, the transmissivity of the silicon dead region in the soft x-ray range (20-

100 Å) varies between 10 and 90%. To avoid this problem silicon photo diodes having

practically no silicon dead region at the junction (less then 100Å) can be supplied by

UDT. SENSORS. INC.

Thus, the detection sensitivity A of SBD is 1.6 x 10~iy C/3.76 eV of

energy absorbed in the depletion region, i.e. A = 2 . 6 6 x 1 0 " ' — .

The response function F(X) for an SBD with filters is given by:

F(X) =
i=\

where: /i,(A) arc absorption coefficients of filters, gold and silicon dead layer; Y- are

thicknesses of filters, gold and silicon dead layer, nn(X),XB are absorption coefficient

and thickness of the sensitive (depletion) region of the detector.

It has been found that silver, aluminium and carbon are the most suitable

materials as absorption filters for detection of soft x-ray radiation and for measurement

of plasma temperature in the range 50-300 eV [ 14] .The absorption coefficients of used

materials are presented in Fig.3 [15,16). The filters we used were manufactured by

LEBOW company. Thin metal layers were deposited on a Parylene-N substrate which

is used as a carbon filter.

The arrangement for registration of soft x-ray radiation with the multiple-filters

method is shown in Fig.4. The x-ray emission from the plasma is detected with two

surface barrier diodes after passing through the EXTRAP-T1 port (16 mm in diameter),

vacuum valve 1, aperture (8 mm in diameter) and filters inside of the detector holders (5

mm in diameter). The distance between the center of the plasma and the diodes is about

650 mm. Each detector views 50 mm2 of the same plasma area near the torus axis. The

distance between 'he centers of the detectors is 22 mm. The detectors with filters have

light tight stainless steel holders which are pumped cut through the light tight channels

on the back side. Before opening valve 1, the x-ray filter absorption device is pumped

by a for-vacuum pump through valve 2. There is a possibility of simultaneous

observation of visible plasma radiation from the x-ray investigated region through the

glass window on the top of the vacuum chamber. The two signals from the detectors are

transferred to the oscilloscope and computer through identical preamplifiers, attenuators

optolink transmitters.
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The surface barrier diode acts essentially as a current source in parallel with a

capacitance of about 75 pF (at 15 V bias). Each diode is connected by a short coaxial

cable (minimising the additional capacitance) to a current - to - voltage preamplifier

which determines the frequency response and, in half measure, the noise performance.

The circuit of each preamplifier is shown in Fig. 5. The bias voltage has been applied to

the diode through the resistances /?,,/?,. When the soft x-ray emission falls on the diode

the arising detector current creates a voltage drop across the resistance /?, . This voltage

goes WHO tne preamplifier input through the two capacitors C, C 2 . The maximum

frequency response is determined by the feedback capacitors C4,C5. These give a 3 dB

bandwidth of about 250 kHz, which is suitable for the present application with a plasma

discharge duration of about 1 ms. The minimum frequency is 0.003 Hz. The

amplification gain is 20.

Previous spectroscopic investigations of the VUV wavelength region in RFP-

mode at the EXTRAP-T1 device established the presence of the impurity line radiation

of 0 1 + , 0 2 \0 3 \0 4 + , 0 5 + [17] . Since the electron temperature is determined by measuring

the ratio of continuum intensities, any line radiation in the soft x-ray range of interest

should be excluded . Such a wavelength range without line radiation in RFP-mode at

the EXTRAP-T1 was found below 93 Å. For this x-ray region two variants of filter

combinations were selected (see Table III). The first variant is suitable for temperature

measurements between 50 and 150 eV, whereas the second one is convenient for the

temperature range 100-300 eV.

The transmissions of the used filter combinations are presented in Fig. 6. It is

seen ihat most of the soft x-ray radiation reaching the detectors is in the wavelength

n.nge of about 40—70 Å. The calculated ratio between the channels as a function of the

electron temperature is shown in Fig. 7. As it is seen from the graphs, the temperature

range of interest (50-300 eV) corresponds to a ratio range of about 0.5 to 2.5. These

ratios are inside of the detector dynamic range (0.2 - 5 V), which is limited at the upper

level by saturation of the preamplifier and at the lower level by pickup from the

discharge.

Some tracc> of typical pla.>ma parameters during ihe RFP discharge are

presented in Fig. 8. The general level of fluctuations or turbulence in the RFP is much

higher than in the tokamak. Thus, in the RFP mode there are much larger differences

between local and global measurements of the plasma parameters. This should be taken

into account when analysing the experimental results. It was experimentally established

that the soft x-ray signal exceeds the noise level when the plasma current exceeds 35

kA. The predicted result of anti-correlation between x-ray and visible line radiation
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p) was also established. By analysing time resolved (10 ^s) x-ray and temperature

signals, we conclude that the first x-ray enhancement is mainly caused by a peak in the

plasma density and impurities, whereas the second is due to an increase of the plasma

temperature. The typical time of temperature fluctuations were in the range 20-200 \xs.

Since most of the x-ray radiation reaching the detectors has its origin in the hottest part

of the plasma, the highest electron temperature (100-300 eV) near the torus axis of the

FXTP \P T! ;s rre^r^i

The systematic error of the temperature measurement is dominated by

uncertainties in the filter thicknesses and can be quite large (roughly +100%,-50%) in

the worst case as shown in Fig.8 However, the soft x-ray temperature measurement has

been compared to VUV and Thomson scattering temperature measurements as shown

in Fig. 10 and the agreement is quite good

The random error is mainly caused by noise in the detectors and preamplifiers (a

total of roughly 25 mV) and by line radiation.

A strong rise up of the electron temperature with plasma current (about ?

eV/kA) and with improved initial vacuum conditions (Fig.9) was experimentally

established.

4. Summary

A soft x-ray diagnostic has been developed as a suitable means for plasma

investigation at the EXTRAP-T1, especially for RFP mode with high plasma current

and density.

Based on filter absorption technique the diagnostic allows to measure electron

temperatures higher than 50 eV with reasonable accuracy.

Time resolved local temperature measurements of 100-300 eV near the torus

axis have beer, carried out.

The experimentally observed scaling of the electron temperature with plasma

current (2 eV/kA) allows to hope on its further upgrade to fusion plasma parameters.

The developed diagnostic gives a possibility of optimisation of the device

operation for improvement of the plasma parameters.
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Table I

Parameter

Parameters of the EXTRAP-T1

Value

Mode of operation:

Plasma density, m^

Electron temperature, eV

Plasma current, KA

Loop voltage, kV

Toroidal field, T

Plasma radius, m

Plasma volume, m^

Discharge duration, ms

Type of filling gas

Spectral brightness of line radiation, Photons/(cm2 s sr .Å)

Spectral brightness of continuum Soft X-ray radiation,

Photons/(cm2 s sr Å)

Vacuum vessel: major radius, m

inside minor radius, mm

bellows wall thickness, mm

bellows material, L stainless steel

vertical field penetration time, /w

toroidal field penetration time, /us

Shell: inside minor radius, mm

shell wall thickness, mm

vertical field penetration time, us

no. of poloidal gaps

no. of toroidal gaps

Ohmic heating: iron core flux swing, Vs

no. of primary turns

max. initial one tum loop voltage, kV

max. sustained loop voltage, kV

Octupole field: no. of coils

coil minor radius, mm

Toroidal field: no. of coils

coil minor radius, mm

RFP, ULQ, EXTRAP

(1-5) 1020

100-400

40-100

0.1-1

<0.25

0.05

0.025

0.2-1

Hydrogen
1016.-1017

1013--1014

0.5
57

0.25

316

3

50

67.5

2.5

75
12

2

0.4

4 or 8

2
1

8

80

48
120
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Table II Data of EG & G ORTEC Charged Particle Detectors

Parameter

Model no.

Serial no.
T > ; . ^ , «?»„.„.,,,.„

Active Area, mm2

Electrode Thickness Au, Å

Electrode Thickness Al, Å

Maximum Operating Bias, Volts

Shaping Time Constant, /w

Reverse Current, /tf

Nominal Resistivity, ilcm

Dead Layer Thickness, Å

Depletion Layer Thickness, pm

For Operating Bias. Volts

Depletion Layer Thickness, \un

Capacitance, pF

Maximum Photon Energy, MeV

Detector noise current, nA

Detector 1

CA-015-050-100

31-3OO-G

AuN typeS; -A!

50

106

1481

50

0.5
0.24

1000

800

<100

15

65

75

1.8

1

Detector 2

CA-015-050-100

31-259-1

Au-NtypeSi-A!

50

207

1504

50

0.5

0.26

1000

800

<100

15

65

75
1.8

1

Soft x-ray

Au
Dead layer

Depletion
Layer

Bias Voltage

- o -

Al
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Table III Selected combinations of filter thicknesses.

Variant number Channel 1

Xc = 7000 Å
X, - innn \

XAu = 106 Å

Xdead layer = 800 Å

Channel 2

C = 5591Å

u = 207Å

Xdcad layer = 800 Å
Mesh transmission is 72%

II

Xc = 7000 Å

XAg = 4000Å

XAu = 106 Å

Xdead layer = 800 Å

XC = 20000Å

= 2 0 0 0 Å

U = 2 0 7 Å

Xdead layer = 800 Å
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Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the Extrap Tl experiment.
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Fig.2 Spectral density of free-free radiation as a function wave length A.
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Fig. 6 Transmission of used filter combinations as a function of wavelength (X)
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Fig.8 Plasma parameters at the RFP mode
as a function of time.
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Fig. 10 The electron temperature as measured by the technique based on the ratio
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